The following current and retired members of the UCLA Academic Senate or Librarians Association of the University of California, Los Angeles, or whose emeritus status was conferred, died between May 5, 2022, and July 12, 2023. Spouses of such individuals are also included.

The UCLA Emeriti Association honors them and extends our condolences to their families, friends, and colleagues.

Michael J. B. Allen, English (Milton, Chaucer, Donne, Shakespeare); Italian (Platonism, Marsilio Ficino, Pico della Mirandola); director, Center for Medieval & Renaissance Studies
Jeanne Arnold, Anthropology (archaeology; sociopolitical emergence of complex hunter-gatherer societies in California; everyday lives of families)
Elaine Radoff “Ray” Barkin, Music (music appreciation, music theory, composition; Gamelan)
Rubén A. Benítez, Spanish & Portuguese (Spanish literature, Italian and Spanish poets, Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer)
Anne Caiger, Library (Special Collections; manuscripts, maps, graphic arts, and photographs)
Henry Cherrick, Dentistry (dean; oral pathology)
José Ramón De La Torre, Jr., Management (international business and strategy; management of multinational firms, relationship between corporate strategy and government policy, foreign investment in developing countries)
Stephen A. Feig, Medicine (Pediatrics; pediatric hematology & oncology; cell metabolism and bone-marrow transplantation for children with blood diseases and cancer)
John Froines, Public Health (chair, Environmental Health Sciences; environmental regulatory guidelines; lead exposure, cotton dust exposure, diesel exhaust as a toxic air contaminant; director, Occupational Health Center; member Chicago 7)
Gerald W. Gardner, Kinesiology/Integrative Biology & Physiology (physical performance of Peace Corps trainees)
Raymond Goldstone, Dean of Students (student conduct, student affairs)
Gerry “Gary” Hale, Geography (political and cultural geography; Marxian cultural geography, North Africa, the Middle East, California) and spouse of Sondra Hale (Anthropology and Gender Studies)
Joel Handler, Law (poverty law; law as a tool to promote equal justice; social welfare policy and administration; government bureaucracy, law and social change, social citizenship and sociolegal theory)
Patricia “Pat” Harter, Theater, Film & Television (theater of Southeast Asia, Japanese theater; puppetry and theater for young audiences; directing; Acting and Performance Institute for high school students; K-12 Arts Bridge outreach program)
Jerome M. “Jerry” Hershman, Medicine (chief, Endocrinology and Diabetes, Greater Los Angeles VA; thyroid function and disease)

Maureen Hooper, Music (music education; curriculum consultant; music textbook consultant)

Richard Hovannisian, History (modern Armenian and Near Eastern history; Armenian genocide; Armenian genocide oral history; Armenian diaspora)

Lewis “Lew” Hunter, Theater, Film & Television (Screenwriting; write a full-length screenplay in 10 weeks course)

Margaret Anne “Margie” Keller, Medicine (Pediatrics; immunology of breast milk, pediatric AIDS; advanced imaging technology for pediatric HIV patients)

James Maynard “Jim”/“Jimmy” Klain, Theater; manager, Royce Hall (he wrote the book); director, CASO (Campus Activities Service Office); 100 years old

Eldon L. Knuth, Engineering (Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering; molecular beams, statistical thermodynamics); Samuei Lifetime Contribution Award; Medal of the Legion of Honor (France); Bronze Star Medal (U.S.)

Verdel Amos “Del” Kolve, English (medieval literature, Chaucer)

Lawrence “Larry” Kruger, Medicine (Neurobiology; anatomy, neurobiology, and anesthesiology; pain); UCLA Emeriti Association, Program Chair, 2016-2017

Brigitte Kueppers, Library (head, Theatre Arts Library)

Leo D. Lagasse, Medicine (Obstetrics & Gynecology; gynecologic oncology; uterine preservation, recurrent ovarian cancer)

Alex J. Levine*, Physics (physics of biological materials, cell membranes, tissue material)

Joyce Pellerano Ludmer, Library (head, Art Library, The Elmer Belt Library of Vinciana; humanities bibliographer); UCLA Emeriti Association, Chair, Membership Committee, 2009-2014

Mary Niles Maack, Information Studies (comparative international librarianship, history of the book, libraries in Senegal, women in librarianship, women’s history)

Nancy Lee Martin, Surviving spouse of David Frederic Martin*, Engineering (Computer Science, programming languages)

Patrick John McCloskey, William Andrews Clark Memorial Library (head, catalogue librarian; rare books and manuscripts)

Lawrence Paul McNamee, Engineering (computer science, computer engineering; discrete simulation, digital filtering, computer-aided design, microprocessor applications and virtual memory design)

Herbert Morris, Law (Law and Philosophy; moral and legal philosophy; literary criticism; dean, humanities); in 2020 Morris became the first law professor ever to receive the prestigious Constantine Panunzio Distinguished Alumni Award

Kazuo K. Nihira, Medicine (Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences; the home environment of Asian-American families with mentally retarded children; generational differences in the acculturation process)

Silke Otto-Knapp*, Art (Painting and Drawing; large-scale watercolor paintings, history of painting)
Terence “Terry” Parsons, Philosophy and Linguistics (philosophy of language, metaphysics; semantics of natural language, nonexistent objects, medieval logic)
Joseph W. “Wally” Pegram, Library (head, Physics Library)
Naidu Permaul, Spouse of Jane Szutu Permaul; Assistant Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs Administration Emerita; UCLA Emeriti Association, Treasurer, 2013-2023
Paul H. Roberts, Mathematics and Earth, Planetary & Space Sciences (theory of fluid mechanics, magnetohydrodynamics, dynamo theory, sonoluminescence and superfluid flow, dynamics of the inhomogeneous solidification of alloys)
Richard Hunter Rouse, History (medieval history; paleography; history, production, and use of medieval and Renaissance manuscripts/social history of the book; Richard and Jeanne de Montbaston, medieval married spouses)
Andrew T. “Drew” Russell, Medicine (Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences; child and adolescent psychiatry; care of children with severe developmental disabilities, psychotherapy in psychiatry training)
Lawrence G. Selna, Engineering (Civil and Environmental Engineering; concrete behavior, analysis of stress in teeth and dental restorations, ability of bridges in California to withstand large earthquakes, analysis of reinforced concrete structures)
Anthony Shaw, Medicine (Surgery; pediatric surgery, medical ethics; child abuse clinical diagnosis)
Sheridon Stokes, Music (flute performance; flutist; composer; studio musician)
Gordon Theil, Library (head, Music Library and head, Arts Library; copyright and fair use, historical musicology (Michael Tippett), music of the Middle Ages and Renaissance; chamber music, trombone, jazz; Consortium Ex Libris; Sherman Oaks Melon Farmers) and spouse of Jan Goldsmith (Law Library; Charles E. Young Research Library)
Paul R. Torrens, Public Health (Health Policy & Management; healthcare; health management, health policy; executive education in healthcare management; Paul Torrens Health Forum; nicotine addiction)
Dale Treleven, Library (director, Oral History Program; labor history)
Jerrold Alan Turner, Medicine (parasitology, tropical medicine; parasitic disease diagnosis)
Robert “Bob” Wayne, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology (evolutionary and conservation genetics, history and evolution of domestic dogs; freeways and bobcat and coyote migration; genetic diversity of small populations) and spouse of Blaire Van Valkenburgh (Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, paleontology, vertebrate biology)
Wilfred M. “Fred/Zev” Weinstein, Medicine (Digestive Diseases; gastroenterology)
Russell Westmann, Engineering (Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering; elastodynamics of building foundation, fracture mechanics, and viscoelasticity; training of manufacturing engineers)
Joanna Woods-Marsden, Art History (Renaissance studies, court art, Renaissance portraiture)
An Yin, Earth, Planetary & Space Sciences (Geology; tectonic evolution of the Himalayas and Tibetan plateau, slow earthquakes, tectonic processes on earth and other planets)

*Died in service

Prepared by Diane Childs, September 11, 2023